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Lachaud and Mansour, AIAA 2010-984
Panerai et al., J. Thermophys Heat Transfer 28 (2014), 181-190
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This	is	a	movie.	Email:	francesco.panerai@nasa.gov for	info.
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Panerai et al., Int J Heat Mass Transfer (2016)





Panerai et al., Int J Heat Mass Transfer (2016)
Porous Materials Analysis (PuMA)
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• Solve	Fourier	equation	with	finite	difference	method	and	periodic	BCs
• Compute	conductivity tensor	as	a	function	of	constituting	phases	
Panerai et al., International Journal of Heat and Mass Transfer (2016)
Effect of water on effective conductivity
C+ice
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Direct simulation Monte Carlo
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Borner et al., Int J Heat Mass Transfer (2016), in press
Kn = Knudsen	number𝜆	 = 	mean	free	path𝑑3 	= 	mean	pore	diameter











Borner et al., Int J Heat Mass Transfer (2016), in press
Panerai et al., Int J Heat Mass Transfer 101 (2016) 267–273
Carbon fibers oxidation simulations
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• Particle-based oxidation method
• Diffusion simulated through random walks
• Collision detection with linear interpolation method
• Sticking probability method for material recession
• Verified against analytical solutions for single fiber
Ferguson et al., Carbon 96 (2016), 57-65
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